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SELECTED LINE



Attentive to customer satisfaction and suggestions, 
Hokkaido has identified specific needs to which it wanted 
to respond with a dedicated range.

The SELECTED LINE collects, in fact, all those products 
that satisfy a series of diversified needs, which are difficult 
to fill with the products of the other lines.

For those who want to air condition the rooms, but don't 
like outdoor units; for those who want to dehumidify and 
cool spaces preferring the portable model solution.

PRECISE QUESTIONS,  
TIMELY ANSWERS
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PORTABLE AIR CONDITIONER
HMCM 90 P

THE PORTABLE MONOBLOC

The Hokkaido monobloc portable air conditioner immediately brings 
wellbeing to your home thanks to the best quality of the dehumidified 
and filtered air.

The portable air conditioner stands out for its practicality: it works 
with a simple electrical connection; furthermore, the compact 
design makes it ideal even for small spaces. It is easy to move in any 
environment, thanks to the multi-directional wheels and practical 
side handles.

CONDENSATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

  In cooling mode, with automatic vaporization the condensation 
evaporates towards the outside.

  In dry mode, with continuous drainage, connect the appropriate 
drain hose to one of the two outlets on the back.
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PORTABLE AIR CONDITIONER
FOR COOLING, DEHUMIDIFYING, VENTILATION

AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS

  Sleep: gradually increases the set temperature and guarantees 
reduced noise for greater comfort at night.

  Eco-design: during the standby phase, the machine automatically 
enters energy saving mode, consuming only 0.5 W.

  Auto-restart: in case of power failure, when power is restored, the 
previously set functions are restored as well.

FEATURES

  Compact

  Easier filter cleaning

  Integrated room temperature sensor

  Multi-directional wheels

  On/Off timer to set switching off and on at the desired time

  Sleep function

  Auto-swing function

  Float included

1. Value measured according to the harmonized standard EN14511 2. EU Delegated Regulation N.626/2011 relating to the new labeling indicating the energy consumption of air conditioners. 3. Refrigerant loss contributes to climate change. When released 
into the atmosphere, refrigerants with a lower global warming potential (GWP) contribute less to global warming than those with a higher GWP. This appliance contains a refrigerant fluid with a GWP of 3. If 1 kg of this refrigerant fluid were released 
into the atmosphere, therefore, the impact on global warming would be 3 times higher than 1 kg of CO 2 , over a period of 100 years. Under no circumstances should the user attempt to intervene on the refrigerant circuit or disassemble the product. If 
necessary, always contact qualified personnel.

Model HMCM 90 P
Type Portable air conditioner
Control (included) Remote control
Nominal data
Rated cooling capacity kW 2.60
Rated absorbed power kW 1.00
Rated energy efficient coefficient EER1 2.60
Dehumidification capacity L/h 2.12
Energy data
Theoretical load (Pdesignc) kW 2.60
Energy efficiency class 626/20112 A
Electrical data
Power supply Ph-V-Hz 1Ph - 220/240V - 50Hz
Rated absorbed power A 4.35
Maximum current A 6.20
Maximum absorbed power kW 1.28
Refrigerant circuit
Refrigerant3 type (GWP) R2903

Quantity refrigerant pre-load Kg 0.17
Tons of CO2 equivalent t 0.001
Product specifications
Dimensions (LxDxH) mm 355x345x703
Net weight Kg 25.3
Sound power level (Hi) dB(A) 63
Sound pressure level (Hi/Lo) dB(A) 51.9/46.9
Treated air volume (Hi/Lo) m3/h 295/195
Application range (indoor) °C 17~35


